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Agenda
▪

Financeability of the renewable energy project: critical issues
•
•
•
•
•

▪

Sources of capital
•
•

▪

Sources of debt for development
Sources of equity

Debt and equity structures
•
•
•

▪

Risk allocation
Regulatory considerations
Revenue / Offtake
Permitting and land use
Potential litigation

Debt financing structures: project-level or back-leverage
Equity financing: sponsor equity and tax equity players
Impact of tax reform

Best practices for financing renewable energy
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Financeability - Project Risk

Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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Financeability - Project Risk
▪

Construction risk
•

▪

Regulatory risk –
•

▪

Whether each project participant will remain creditworthy, solvent, and capable of
performing contractual obligations

Revenue risk –
•

▪

Whether technology incorporated in project will perform as intended and whether it
has been tested and proven

Counterparty risk –
•

▪

Risk of governmental action interfering with the project (e.g. denial of discretionary
permitting approvals, changes in state programs or tax laws applicable to project)

Technology risk
•

▪

Risk of project reaching commercial operation without budget and/or schedule
overruns and without encountering insurmountable construction issues

Specific type of counterparty risk related to certainty of payments received under the
offtake agreement (i.e. PPA)

Operational risk –
•
•
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Will the project be capable of being operated to achieve the level of performance and
power output that was forecast in the project’s engineering and design plans
Risk of degradation (e.g. weather)
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Financeability - Regulatory Scheme
▪ Renewable portfolio standards
▪ PURPA
▪ Retail choice and community choice aggregation

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Regulatory Scheme

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Financeability - Tax Considerations
▪ Accelerated depreciation
• Currently 100% for new and used equipment acquired and
placed in service after Sept. 27, 2017, and before Jan. 1, 2023
• Beginning Jan. 1, 2023, depreciation phased down 20% each
year for qualified property until phased out in Jan. 1, 2027

▪ Production Tax Credits (PTC)
• PTC for projects starting construction in 2019 = 40% of 2.4
cents/KwH
• PTC claimed for 10 years based on PTC rate that applies give
project’s “placed in service” and start of construction dates
• Not available for solar projects
• Repowering projects require 80% of the FMV of the
completed project to consist of new equipment
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Tax Considerations
▪ Investment Tax Credit (ITC)
• Currently 30% for solar projects where construction had
commenced and was placed in service during 2019
• 26% if commenced during 2020,
• 22% if commenced during 2021 and
• 10% thereafter based on start of construction
• Projects must be placed in service before 2024 (otherwise will
only be eligible for 10% ITC)
• Wind projects may also claim the 30% ITC across the same
timeframe
– ITC for a wind project would be subject to the same ramp-down

schedule (i.e., a project that started construction in 2019 will qualify
for a 12% ITC => 30% * 40%)

▪ Two methods to “start construction”
• Commence “physical work of a significant nature”
• Incur at least 5% of project cost
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Financeability – Revenue and Offtake
▪ Project finance - financing based on expected cash flow of
project, rather than balance sheet of sponsors
▪ Offtake strategy is critical for project financing
• Offtake agreement is THE revenue agreement for a project
• Terms of offtake agreement play a key role in the
financeability of a project

▪ Types of offtake structures
•
•
•
•
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Traditional PPAs
Bank Hedges
Virtual/Synthetic PPAs
Proxy Revenue Swaps
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Revenue and Offtake
▪ Key issues
• Identity and credit quality of the offtaker is a crucial
consideration for potential lenders
• Delivery point (basis risk)
• Volume risk
• Environmental attributes
• Term
• Development risk, uncontrollable delays and force majeure
• Change in law risk
• Negotiating third party consent
– Notice to lenders
– Cure periods, step in rights
– Assignment
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Traditional PPAs
▪

Agreement to purchase physical power from the project

Key Consideration:
Offtakers:
Delivery Point:
Volume:
Environmental Attributes:
Term:
Regulatory:
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Traditional PPA
Utilities Serving Retail Load, Corporates that can
sell power at wholesale
Project Node
Actual Quantity Generated
Included, Compliance
20 years
FERC/PUC
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Bank Hedges
▪ Counterparty – hedge provider/power marketers (i.e. bank
or other strategic investor)
• Common in Texas’s ERCOT market
• Sometimes common for bank hedge and tax equity
commitment to be offered together

▪ Financial hedge
• Fixed volume price swap
• Project receives fixed price
• Hedge provider receives market price

▪ Physical hedge – physical sale of a fixed volume of energy
▪ Volumes typically set based on P99 production
▪ RECs may or may not be delivered as part of transaction
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Bank Hedges

Key Consideration:

Financial Hedge:

Physical Hedge:

Offtakers:

Power Marketer

Power Marketer

Delivery Point:

Liquid Trading Point

Liquid Trading Point

Volume:

Fixed Volume (P99)

Fixed Volume (P99)

Environmental Attributes:

Often Not Included

Often Not Included

12-13 years

12-13 years

CFTC

FERC/PUC

Term:
Regulatory:
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Bank Hedges – Financial Hedges

Floating Price per
MWh at Hub

Project
Generated Energy
Delivered at Node

ISO/RTO
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(Hourly Fixed
Volume)

Floating Price per
MWh at Node

Fixed Price per
MWh

(Actual Volume
Generated)

(Hourly Fixed Volume)

at Project Node
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Bank Hedges – Physical Hedges
Fixed Volume of
Energy per Hour
Delivered at Hub

Fixed Volume of
Energy per Hour
Received at Hub
Project

Generated Energy
Delivered at Node
Net Payment To or From
ISO Based on Settlement
of Volume and Basis Risk

Fixed Price per
MWh
(Hourly Fixed Volume)

Floating Price per
MWh at Hub
Offtaker

ISO/RTO
Fixed Volume of Energy
per Hour at Hub
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at Project Node
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Bank Hedges
▪ Basis risk key issue in bank hedges
• Floating price at project node may not be equal to floating price
at trading hub

▪ Volume Risk
• Volume of energy generated by the project may not be equal to
the volume that the project is required to deliver at the trading
hub

▪ Tracking account or basis risk reserve mitigates risk
• Tracking account functions like a credit facility provided by the
offtaker to the project
– Offtaker makes a tracking account payment to the project in the

amount of any “mismatch” caused by the basis and volume risk (in
addition to the required “fixed” payment)
– Must be repaid by the project

• Tracking account smooths monthly cash flows - payment offsets
the effect of the basis and volume risk on the project’s cash flow
during each month
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Synthetic PPAs
▪ Financially settled contract that replicates the economics
of a traditional PPA
Key Considerations:
Offtaker:
Delivery Point:
Volume:
Environmental Attributes:
Term:
Regulatory:
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Synthetic PPA
Large Non-Energy Companies
Project Node or Liquid Trading Hub
Actual Quantity Generated
Included, Voluntary (Green-e)
12 – 13 years
CFTC
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Synthetic PPAs
▪

Structure
•
•
•
•
•
•

(1) Project built in off-site location
(2) Commercial customer and project company negotiate a fixed price for power and RECs
(3) Project delivers power to the grid
(4) Project company receives market price for power
(5) Project company and commercial customer settle the difference between the market
price and fixed price
(6) Project company delivers RECs

Source: Geronimo Energy
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Synthetic PPAs
▪

▪

Key Considerations
• Credit worthiness of corporate counterparty
• Term
• Settlement point
• Negative price risk
• Curtailment risk
• Ownership of environmental attributes
• Development risk – delay, force majeure
• Minimum performance requirements
Environmental attributes
• Corporate offtakers less interested in “compliance RECs”
– Compliance obligations apply to load serving entities, not the end-user
– Offtakers want RECs that can be used to support corporate green goals
– Green-e is the most common voluntary program

•

Project may have REC arbitrage opportunities
– Sell high-value compliance RECs and deliver substitute RECs to the offtaker

– Care must be taken with marketing claims
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Corporate Purchasers of Renewable Energy
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Recent Corporate Wind Procurement

Credit: American Wind Energy Association
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Compare and Contrast

Offtakers:

Delivery Point:

Volume:
Environmental
Attributes:
Term:

Regulatory:
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Traditional PPA

Synthetic PPA

Hedge

Utilities Serving Retail Load

Large non-energy companies

Power Marketers

Project Node

Project Node or Liquid Trading
Hub

Liquid Trading Hub

Actual Quantity Generated

Actual Quantity Generated

Fixed Quantity Per Hour
(1 year P99)

Included, Compliance

Included, Voluntary
(Green-e)

Often Not Included

20 years

12-13 years

12-13 years

FERC/PUC

CFTC

FERC/PUC (Physical)
CFTC (Financial)
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Proxy revenue swaps
▪ Counterparty – Risk solution providers
• Reinsurers and risk transfer intermediaries

▪ Relatively new risk management tool for wind projects
▪ Swap of fixed annual payment for floating revenues of a
renewable project
▪ Driven by the hourly wind resource and power prices
▪ Hedge providers are participants in weather risk market
looking for weather derived exposure not correlated with other
financial markets
▪ Merchant power price risks and wind resource risks both
transferred in an integrated derivative contract
▪ Short tenors (~10 years), but long enough to support project
financing
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Financeability – Permitting
▪ Permitting
– Federal, state and local permit considerations
– Timing of permits –
▪ Certain permits required prior to financial close
▪ Other permits cannot be obtained until construction
▪ Lenders will expect a complete list of required permits and timing
for each, with conditions subsequent for those not obtained by
financial close
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Financeability - Land Use
▪ Site control – First step in developing any project is securing rights
to the land needed to construct, operate, and maintain the project
• Typically ground lease or easement agreements used
– Term must match or exceed financing term

• Fee title generally disfavored in order to maintain the deductibility of
land cost for federal income tax purposes
– However, land ownership may have economic and/or water rights

advantages for large, utility-scale projects and avoids limitations on the
duration of leases or easements

▪ Type of project affects choice of land rights and terms
• Utility scale solar – land intensive, dense facilities require exclusive
rights and unrestricted access to an from site
• Wind – less land intensive; landowner may continue to use the leased
premises for agriculture or other uses that do not interfere with
windmill operation
• Rooftop and other shared use solar – benefit from easement agreements
that ennsure the developer’s use of a portion of a larger piece of
property or building, while limiting the responsibility for areas outside
of its use
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Financeability – Land Use
▪ Title review process should be initiated early to identify:
• persons/entities vested with title
• any liens or mortgages on the applicable property that create
unacceptable risks to the project
• all other encumbrances (e.g. easements for utilities, road
rights-of-way, mineral and timber rights, or other interests
held by people or entities other than the landowner that
might prevent, limit, or interfere with construction or
operation of the project)

▪ Title curative measures
• Subordination or nondisturbance agreements
• Access rights
• Crossing agreements

▪ Consents and estoppels are long lead items to financing
CONFIDENTIAL
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Financeability - Litigation Risks
▪ NEPA and equivalent state challenges (e.g. California
Environmental Quality Act)
▪ Endangered Species Act
▪ National Historic Preservation Act
▪ Local land use and zoning disputes
▪ False Claims Acts
▪ Disputes with third-party contractors and landowners
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Questions?
201 North Tryon Street, Suite 3000
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.343.2377
kwatlington@mcguirewoods.com
www.mcguirewoods.com

Thank you
The purpose of this communication is to provide general information of a legal nature. It does not contain a full analysis of
the law nor does it constitute legal advice or an opinion of McGuireWoods LLP on the points of law discussed. Recipients of
this presentation should seek specific legal advice on any particular matter which concerns them from independent legal
counsel. If you require any advice or further information, please speak to your usual contact at McGuireWoods LLP.
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RENEWABLE
ENERGY PROJECT
FINANCING
JUNE 4, 2019

COMMON FORMS OF DEBT FINANCING
• Commercial Bank Financing
• Private Placement
• 144A

FACTORS TO CONSIDER
• Construction versus operating

• Tenor
• Contract support
• Back leverage versus project level
• Requirement for working capital and letters of credit

36
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COMMERCIAL BANK FINANCING
• Typically most flexible for construction financing
• Can easily manage multiple draws
• More experience with back-leverage structures
• Generally shorter tenors
• Covenants and events of default similar to private placement but more restrictive than
144A

• No Make-Whole requirement
• Availability for working capital and letters of credit
• Term Loan B options
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PRIVATE PLACEMENT
• Can accommodate construction financing but could be less flexible than banks financing
• Longer tenors matching terms of PPAs
• Capable of being “creative”
• Covenants and events of default similar to commercial banks, but may be more flexible in
some cases

• Requires Make-Whole on optional prepayments and accelerations
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144A FINANCING
• Not used for construction financing
• Longer tenors
• More flexible terms than other sources
• Harder to waive or amend
• Can invite a wider group of lenders/investors
• Requires Make-Whole on optional prepayment but not necessarily accelerations

• Initial execution could be more expensive
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ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF DEBT FINANCING
• Mezzanine lenders
• Development loans
• Back leveraging alternatives
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ISSUES TO CONSIDER
• Need for project level support, letters of credit
• Intercreditor issues
• Ease of execution and ongoing management
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Documentation
and Deal Structure
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Financing Documentation
Tax Equity Interparty
Depositary
Agreement
Deposit
Account
Control
Agreement

Mortgage

Third-Party
Consents
to
Collateral
Assignment

Financing
Agreement

Interparty
Agreement

Borrower
Security
Agreement

Pledgor
Pledge &
Security
Agreement
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Cash Waterfall – Interplay with Tax Equity

• Cost risk: PPA mitigates falling
output and rising input prices
• Volume risk: PPA reduces
project volume risk
• Fuel: Hedging, fixed-price
contracts or cost pass-throughs
reduce exposure to fuel prices
• Taxes
• Interest payments
• Principal should be fully
amortized by the expiration of the
PPA contract
• Debt Service Reserve typically
sized to cover mandatory debt
service over the next six months
• Major Maintenance Reserve
• Restricted Payments Test: Cash
distributions may be limited to
Restricted Payments Test (i.e.,
minimum DSCR requirement)

• Operational risk: Failing to meet
contracted output may result in
penalties or termination of PPA
• Contractual risk
• Capital expenditures

• O&M expense: LTSA reduces
exposure to “teething” period and
ongoing repairs
• DSCR is the critical metric—
lenders showing some flexibility
to strong borrowers

• Major capital expenditures:
Projects using new technologies
may require a reserve account for
major repairs
• Other conditions to distributions
• No Default or Event of Default
• Reserve accounts fully funded

$
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Establishing Debt Capacity – Cash Flow Focus
• Assessing Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) capacity
and setting a minimum requirement
• DSCR criteria may vary, depending on technology risk and
strength of sponsor

• Coverages: P99 – 1.0:1.0 / P50 – 1.30:1.0
• Minimum required equity
• Inclusion of non-contracted cash flow
• Valuing environmental credits (Renewable Energy
Certificates (RECs), carbon offsets, etc.)
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Tax Equity, Debt Structures
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Project Finance – Tax Equity
▪ Renewable energy projects rely on “tax equity”

investors to provide money in the capital stack
▪ Monetizing tax benefits requires structuring

▪ Three typical structures
– Sale-leasebacks
– Partnership flips

– Inverted leases/or “Pass Through Leases”
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Effects of Tax Equity on Lenders
▪ Another financial institution in the capital stack
▪ Tax equity have rights to project revenue in addition

to the tax benefits
▪ Tax equity have “veto” or negative control rights

over project
▪ Tax equity responsible for all or partial take out of

construction debt.
▪ Tax equity docs normally restrict sponsor’s ability to

transfer equity interest, which may constrain
lender’s options in default and foreclosure
50

Tax equity structures
Sale-Leaseback

Debt

Leases Project

Tax Equity Investor

Developer

Interest
Payments

Rent

Lender

100% of tax benefits from
Project (as owner)

100% cash flows (after rent service)

Project

Power and
REC sales
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Lender Structuring – Sale Leaseback
▪ Simple construction debt to sponsor.
▪ Take out with tax equity proceeds
▪ Some deals may have leveraged lease where tax

equity uses lease payments from Sponsor Lessee
to repay debt. Rare on solar deals.
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Tax equity structures
Partnership Flip (with project level debt)

Developer

1% of tax benefits (flips to 95%);
potential for developer/asset mgt fees; cash flow
(after debt service)

Debt

Tax Equity Investor

Small Equity
Contribution

Large Equity
Contribution

99% of tax benefits (flips to 5%);
some cash flow (after debt service)

Project LLC

Lender
Interest Payments

Power and
REC sales
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Project Level Debt Guaranty & Collateral Structure
LEGEND

Sponsor

Lender

Tax Equity
Investor

Guaranty
Green Dashed Arrow – Project
Company Cross-Collateral and Guaranty
Security/Pledge

HoldCo /
Managing
Member

Green Arrow – Sponsor Pledge
Agreement
Orange Arrow – Pledgor Pledge
Agreement

Pledgor

Blue Arrow – Borrower Pledge and
Security Agreement
Red Solid Arrow – Project Company
Security Agreement

Borrower

Project
Company A

Project
Company B

Project
Company C

Note: Tax Equity Investor, Lender &
Borrower typically enter into an
Interparty/Forbearance Agreement

Project
Company D

Project
Company E
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Tax equity structures
Partnership Flip (with back-leveraged debt)

Debt

Developer

Lender

Tax Equity Investor

Interest Payments

1% of tax benefits (flips to 95%);
potential for developer/asset mgt fees; cash flow

Small Equity
Contribution

Large Equity
Contribution

99% of tax benefits (flips to 5%);
some cash flow

Project LLC

Power and
REC sales
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Back Leverage Guaranty & Collateral Structure
(Construction & Term)
LEGEND

Lender

Sponsor

Guaranty
Red Dashed Arrow – Sponsor Guaranty
Green Dashed Arrow – Project Company
Cross-Collateral and Guaranty*

Pledgor

Security/Pledge
Orange Arrow – Pledgor Pledge Agreement
Blue Arrow – Borrower Pledge and Security
Agreement

Tax Equity
Investor

Borrower /
Managing
Member

Green Solid Arrow – Project Owner Pledge
Agreement*
Red Solid Arrow – Project Company
Security Agreement*
* Released at Term Conversion /
Construction Collateral Release Date

Project Owner

Project
Company A

Project
Company B

Project
Company C

Note: Tax Equity Investor, Lender &
Borrower typically enter into an
Interparty/Forbearance Agreement

Project
Company D

Project
Company E
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Lender structuring – Partnership flip
▪ Ideal position is project level debt for construction and

operations. Project level debt rare during operations with
sophisticated tax equity investors.
▪ More typical - Construction period - project level security;

term period, “converts” to back-leverage (i.e., security is
upstream equity in the developer; project level liens
released).
▪ Back-leverage repayment sources – tax equity proceeds;

sponsor revenue received from tax equity partnership
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Tax equity structures
Inverted Lease

Develops Project
(either directly or through
Project LLC)

Tax Equity Investor

Developer

51+% of tax benefits;
cash flow (from lease;
after debt service)

Up to 49% of tax benefits;
cash flow (from lease; after
debt service)

ITC tax benefits;
cash flow (from PPA)

Leases Project

Debt

Project LLC

Lender

ITC

Lessee LLC

Rent

Interest Payments

Project
100% of tax benefits from Project (as
owner) [Other than ITC]

Power and
REC sales
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Lender Structuring on Inverted Lease
▪ Similar to partnership flip. Lender lends to project company

or upstream Holdco (i.e., the Lessor)
▪ Construction period, lender has project level security; term

period, debt converts to back-leverage - security is
upstream equity in the Sponsor Lessor; project level liens
released
▪ Repayment stream is project revenue that flows to Lessee

that then pays “rent” to Lessor.
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Interparty Issues
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Interparty issues – Overlap period
▪ Problem - two financial institutions negotiating priority.
▪ Lenders want to be first in priority and with security interest

closer to the asset; they are only ones with money out the
door
▪ Tax equity needs to invest 20% of its capital at mechanical

completion for tax rules
▪ Market has developed mechanisms to ensure that

construction Lenders have protection
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Interparty solutions in overlap period
▪ 2 main approaches – (1) forbearance; (2) return of tax equity capital

upon foreclosure
▪ Forbearance – Lenders agree to forbear from foreclosure for a period of time to allow

tax equity to cure
– Lenders agree not to foreclose in a way that would trigger ITC

recapture (i.e., transfer to disqualified person). Normally OK.
– Lenders retain rights to block distributions; deal with accounts;

foreclose if true bankruptcy and others
– Tax equity have right to buy out debt before foreclosure
▪ Return of tax equity capital – return tax equity’s 20% investment and

go ahead and foreclose
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Interparty Issues for back-leverage
▪ Tax equity cash sweeps. Typically 50% for indemnity claims.
▪ Solution - (1) priority for P&I to go to lenders; (2) enough

cash buffer so that sweep could not affect P&I; (3) Sponsor
guarantee to lenders for tax equity sweeps; (4) require tax
equity to claim against their guarantee before sweeping.
▪ Transfer restrictions in TE documents
▪ Solution – (1) Collateral Agent is pre-approved transferee;

(2) subsequent transferee requirements are low and
appropriate for deal; (3) foreclosure carved out from all or
some of restrictions
▪ Advent of tax equity syndication make it even more

important to deal with these upfront.
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Construction Timing Impact on Structure
Financial Closing

Tax
Equity

Interparty

Lender

Commitment / Minimal
funding

Sign Interparty Agreement

Disburse Construction
Funding
Project Level Security

Mechanical
Completion

20% Tax Equity
No Lender Liens on
Tax Equity Interest /
Forbearance

Lender Security
Transition

Forbearance or
Release Project
Level Security

Substantial
Completion

100% Tax Equity
Funded

Release of Project Level
Lender Security

Term Conversion
Upstream Collateral
Bridge Debt Repaid
at TC
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Where does this leave lenders & borrowers?
▪ Construction period – Lenders first in line.
▪ Sale leasebacks – normally get taken out at COD by tax equity.
▪ Partnership flips and Inverted Leases
❑

after mechanical completion before COD (Overlap period), lenders
still first in line but need to deal with interparty issues.

❑

dealt with through limited forbearance or obligation to return TE
20% mechanical completion investment in order to foreclose

❑

after COD; structurally subordinate to tax equity, but market
protections available (unless you can convince TE to allow project
level debt).
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Thank You
Darin Lowder
Partner
Foley & Lardner LLP
202.295.4084
dlowder@foley.com
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